The Trailwalker
Article Submission Guidelines
Articles on the Heysen Trail or other trails within Australia or overseas are
welcomed from members. Articles from non-members who have hiked parts of
the Heysen Trail are also welcomed.
If you are planning to write an article it is suggested you contact the editor with
your idea. Unexpected articles may be delayed in being published.
Deadlines:	The Trailwalker is published quarterly - March, June,
September and December. The deadline for articles is
normally on the first Friday of the month one month prior
to the month of publication.
Contact:	The editor can be contacted by email on
trailwalker@heysentrail.asn.au or via the Friends office.
Article Lengths:	As a guide, a large article of 3 to 4 pages should be no
more than 2,500 words. An average size article, of 2 to
3 pages should be around 1,500 words. A 1 page article
should be between 500 and 750 words. Articles should be
typed, preferably in Microsoft Word, and emailed. Printed
or hand written articles are not generally accepted.
Photos:	To provide visual interest photos should be supplied to
supplement the article. A photo which includes the author
is encouraged. Photos should have captions, and be
emailed. They should no more smaller than 10cm wide at
300dpi (or 1280 pixels wide). Alternatively, photos could
be left on cd or dvd at the Friends office. Printed photos
are not generally accepted. If photos are not your own or
from a friend, you may need to acknowledge the source.
Maps:	For articles about multi-day hikes maps are encouraged.
Maps copied from websites may be too small to be
reproducible in print form - they should no more
smaller than 10cm wide at 300dpi (or 1280 pixels wide).
Assistance can be provided in finding or drawing suitable
maps. Map sources may need to be acknowledged.
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